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Chapterr  8 

'AUSS MEINE R TINT E SCHWARZ...' 
THEE CASE OF THE PROLIFERATIN G PRONOUNS 

Inn this chapter I will apply the principles of description as laid out in 
thee previous chapters. I will not do this in the schematic way as pre-
sentedd in Chapter 7. The aim of that chapter was to demonstrate the 
variouss levels of comparison that may play a role in the study of po-
eticc discourse in translation. The aim of this chapter is to write a self-
containedd case study. I wil l make use of the armamentarium, but, for 
reasonss of relevance, will not look into every aspect discussed in the 
previouss chapter151. 

Celann and Shakespeare: preliminar y data 
Paull  Celan held a lifelong fascination for the works of William 
Shakespeare,, particularly for his famous sonnet sequence. In the early 
yearss of the nineteen sixties, this fascination culminated in his trans-
lationss of twenty-one of these sonnets, but its genesis may be traced 
backk to a much earlier period: his youth in the Bukowina. Emmerich 
(1999)) suggests that one of the reasons for Celan to take up English as 
aa subject in secondary school, which was quite unusual in that time 
andd place, was that he wanted to be able to read Shakespeare in the 
original.. This may also have been the reason for his choice of English 
att the Russian-Ukrainian university in the fall of 1944. A few months 
laterr these studies came to an early end, when he left for Bucharest. 

Thee first Celan translations of the sonnets date back to this early 
period.. According to Felstiner (1995: 13) Celan was working on the 
translationn of some of the sonnets during the Russian invasion in 
Czernowitz,, and in the famous black leather notebook that Celan car-
riedd with him in the labour camp in Tabaresti he had copied out his 
ownn German translation of Sonnet 57. Some of these translations 
survivedd and have been published later (Allemann & Biicher 1982), 

1511 A Dutch version of this chapter will be published in Meridianen, the an-
nuall  publication of the Dutch Paul Celan Society (Koster 2000). 
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ChapterChapter 8: 'Aus meiner Tint e Schwarz... ' 

butt they have not been incorporated into the Gesammelie Werke. 
Somee of the sonnets he translated in the early period he translated 
againn in a later stage, but generally these translations are not consid-
eredd as versions or variants of each other. 

Duringg the later years of his life, and outside a context of transla-
tion,, the works of Shakespeare remained seminal to Celan. When he 
hadd to be committed to a psychiatric ward in France in 1965, he took 
withh him a copy of the plays of Shakespeare: 

theree he read Shakespeare's plays and let art hold up the mirror to 
nature,, as it were. Whenever he lit on anything about madness, fools, 
betrayal,, slander or suicide, he underlined it and noted it in the back of 
thee volume. More desperate than his grasp of the sonnets, this kind of 
possessionn has nothing buffering it, no translator's coups to deflect the 
painn (Felstiner 1995: 225). 

Still,, in the light of the poetical works and principles of Celan him-
self,, this fascination is not at all obvious. It seems hard to conceive of 
aa greater poetic difference then the one between Celan's free verse, 
whichh towards the end of his life more and more aspired to a sparing 
usee of words, and the baroque aestheticism and mannerism of Shake-
speare'ss sonnet sequence. Although, to create this opposition, I had to 
takee recourse to a sketchlike, somewhat caricaturist, description of the 
workk of both poets, it still is justified to say that within Celan's im-
pressivee translational oeuvre Shakespeare's sonnets are somewhat of 
aa Fremdkörper, with respect to the kind of poetry as well as to the 
periodd it is from. Olschner (1985: 35) provides us with the following 
statistics.. Not taking into account the number of translated poems, 
onee can say that of the forty-two poets Celan translated, twenty-two 
wrotee in French, eight in English (five from Great Britain, three from 
thee United States), six in Russian and three in Rumanian. He also 
translatedd poetry from an Italian and a Portuguese poet as well as 
fromm an Israeli poet writing in Hebrew. For the greater part these are 
languagess that were spoken in the places where Celan lived at one 
timee or another; English is the obvious exception. The classification 
accordingg to period is as follows: of these forty-two poets, three are 
fromm the seventeenth century, eight from the nineteenth century, and 
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FromFrom World to World 

thirty-onee from the twentieth century. Almost without exception these 
poetss can be counted among, as Olschner states, the 

Wegbereiternn und Vorlaufern der moderne Dichtung, [...] 
Symbolistenn oder Surrealisten oder stark vom Symbolismus oder 
Surrealismuss beeinfluGte Dichter, bedeutende Vertreter der Moderne 
inn den verschiedenen Literaturen, und Zeitgenossen Celans (ibid.) 

-- Shakespeare belongs to neither of these categories. To a certain 
extentt he is a premodern poet pur sang, although the reception of his 
workk obviously extends over the premodern, modern and postmodern 
eras. . 

Despitee its special position within his translational oeuvre, Celan's 
translationn of a selection of Shakespeare's sonnets belongs to its 
canon.. Emmerich classifies the 1967 edition among the most impor-
tantt of Celan's translations, and there is a whole range of essays and 
commentss on the entire collection as well as on separate sonnets152. 
Thee Insel edition of 1967 (on the cover it says 'William Shakespeare, 
EinundzwanzigEinundzwanzig Sonette [Deutsch von Paul Celan]') is the definitive 
editionn of Celan's sonnet translation, but most of the translations were 
pre-publishedd in the literary journal Neue Rundschau. Translations of 
Sonnetss 90 and 137 were first published in that journal in 1960. Four 
yearss later, the year of the 400th anniversary of Shakespeare's birth-
day,, the greater part of the translations was published under the title 
'Achtzehnn Sonette' (1-5, 43, 50, 57, 60, 65, 70, 71, 79, 105, 106, 115, 

1522 The most comprehensive study into Celan's Shakespeare translations is 
Beesee 1976; she discusses most sonnets separately. Olschner devotes an 
entiree chapter ('Der Tod und die Dichtung') to the Shakespeare translations, 
inn which he elaborates on Beeses analysis of Sonnet 5. The same holds for 
Felstinerr 1995; Felstiner 1990 deals somewhat more extensively with the 
Shakespearee translations. Lengeler (1989) also discusses Sonnet 5. 

AA famous study into Celan's translation of Sonnet 105 is Szondi 1972, on 
whichh part of Lengeler 1989 is a reaction. Lengeler also wrote on Sonnet 116 
(Lengelerr 1989a). A stylistic analysis of the entire selection can be found in 
Helmutt Viebrocks afterword in the Insel edition (Shakespeare 1967). In After 
BabelBabel George Steiner extensively discusses the translation of Sonnet 79 
(Sternerr 1975). 
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116,, 119). Contrary to the Insel edition, the publication in Neue 
RundschauRundschau is monolingual. The sonnet translation was commissioned 
byy a German radio network, NDR, for the occasion of a commemora-
tivee series in April 1964. The publication in Neue Rundschau, then, in 
whichh there is no mention of the 400th anniversary, may be consid-
eredd as secondary. The last of the twenty-one sonnets (107) was made 
inn 1966, and had been induced by some questions of Celan's friend 
andd fellow Shakespeare translator Franz Wurm153; it is the only sonnet 
thatt was not pre-published. 

Duringg the years in which Celan translated his selection of Shake-
speare'ss sonnets, 1959-1963, he went through a crucial period in the 
developmentt of his poetics, in which he published two important po-
eticc speeches and the seminal collections Sprachgitter and Die Nie-
mandsrose.mandsrose. Perhaps this may explain the significance of the transla-
tionss within the poetics of Celan: in one way or another they may 
havee played a role in that development. Olschner certainly suggests 
thee possibility of a poetic point of culmination, when he compares 
Celan'ss Shakespeare translations with his translations of the poetry of 
Osipp Mandelstam (in which a far more obvious connection between 
thee original work and the translations may be found): 

Shakespearess "Achtzehn Sonette" (1964), die eine Sonderstellung ein-
nehmen,, sind in dieser Zeit verwurzelt, blieken aber in die friihere 
Schulzeitt zuriick sowie in die spate Schaffenszeit Celans voraus. In 
einerr anderen Weise als Mandel'stams Dichtung fiihrten die Sonette 
711 und 90 Celan zur Selbstbegegnung, in einer Weise, deren 
Ausdruckk die historisch mitgedachte Zeit einer zeitlich ferneren, 
vielleichtt unpersönlicheren, weniger empathiefahigen Haltung 
weichenn lieB (Olschner 1985: 304). 

1533 Documentation on the genesis and editorial history of Celan's sonnet 
translationss can be found in Fremde Nahe, pp. 426-432. In this exhibition 
cataloguee there is a list with the dates of the translations showing that Celan 
didd translate five other Shakespeare sonnets (6, 18, 29, 81 en 130). These 
translationss are unpublished and are not mentioned or discussed in any of the 
otherr sources. In this study I will not take them into account. For Celan's 
correspondencee with Franz Wurm cf. also Celan 1995: 47. 
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Iff  there is any link between Celan's Shakespeare translations and his 
ownn work, it must be possible to reconstruct it from the selection 
Celann made from Shakespeare's sequence. Celan's rendering of the 
sonnetss is not a complete one, the original sequence consists of 154 
sonnets.. In itself the principle of anthologizing is not unusual, but it is 
significant.. It may be taken as an indication of Celan's intention of 
nott trying to obtain a place in the long tradition of substitutive Ger-
mann Shakespeare translations154; he must have had his own motives. 
Hiss decision not to translate the entire sequence also almost excludes 
thee possibility of interpreting the translated sonnets as a narrative 
sequence.. Much of the history of the reception of the sonnets is con-
cernedd with precisely this aspect, with the possibility of reconstruct-
ingg the narration behind the sequence. Traditionally, within this ap-
proach,, one assumes that the sonnets were written in commission and 
thatt the persona is socially inferior (albeit older) to the addressee, 
whoo probably is the patron of the persona. In the first seventeen son-
nets,, the so-called procreation sonnets, the addressee ('the Fair 
Youth')) is urged to marry and reproduce his beauty. In the following 
sonnets,, in which the love or friendship between the T and 
'you/thee'' becomes more prominent, the tone of the poems is getting 
moree and more personal. In this part of the sequence (sonnets 18-126) 
thee persona is subject to a whole range of moods, emotions and expe-
riencess linked to the fluctuating intensity of the relationship and to the 
moree general theme of transience. In the last part of the sequence 
(sonnetss 127-154) a woman of dark complexion ('the Dark Lady') is 
addressed,, not always flatteringly, who is involved in a triangular 
relationshipp with the Fair Youth and the persona. Much of the energy 
devotedd to the reception of the sonnets has been put into the problems 
concerningg this story, such as the question of its supposedly 
(auto)biographicall  basis and the identification of the 'historical char-

1544 The documentation shows that Celan was offered the possibility of trans-
latingg the entire sequence. His contact at the NDR wrote to him: 'Falls Sie 
diesee Arbeit nur dann übernehmen würden, wenn Ihnen eines Tages die 
Möglichkeitt geschaffen würde, das ganze Werk zu übersetzen, so wiirde ich 
Ihnenn [...] den Übersetzungsauftrag des Norddeutschen Rundfunks fur alle 
Sonettee beschaffen konnen.' (quote taken from Fremde Nahe, p. 427). 
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acters'.. We may assume that Celan was not primarily interested in the 
sonnetss from a historical-mimetic point of view. Still, the decision not 
too translate the entire sequence does have its consequences for the 
referentiall  or representational potential of the translation. Later, in my 
discussionn of Sonnet 65,1 will come back to this point. 

Thee choice for the translation of separate sonnets seems to fit in, 
rather,, with another school in the reception of the sonnets: the ap-
proachh in which the sonnets are primarily treated as rhetorical struc-
turess situated within a specific intertextual network. This approach 
alsoo has its historical side, to the extent that it accounts for the func-
tionn of the text in its historical context (texts made in commission for 
thee purpose of diverting the aristocracy) and their Petrarchan back-
ground155'. . 

Howeverr this may be, one will have to look for an explanation for 
Celan'ss selection from the sequence in the thematic coherence of 
separatee sonnets rather than in the nature of the sequence as a whole. 
Thee thematic explanation given by Henriette Beese seems to be gen-
erallyy accepted. One of the main themes in the second group of 'Fair 
Youth'' sonnets is human transience. A substantial amount of these 
sonnetss is devoted to the familiar Petrarchan theme of 'Devouring 
Time',, of the destructive force of time, in relation to the possibility of 
poetryy defying that force. Beese primarily tries to find Celan's mo-
tivess for his selection in this thematic criterion: 

1555 The two major recent editions/commentaries of the sonnets may be lo-
catedd at the extreme ends of these approaches: Duncan-Jones 1997, who puts 
backk into the centre of attention the supposedly homo-erotic nature of the 
relationshipp between the persona and the Fair Youth, as against Vendler 
1998,, who considers the sonnets to be 'verbal contraptions' (10) and ana-
lyzess them in a formalist, almost structuralist mode. 
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Diee in dem Wunsch nach Ruhm und der Melancholie des 
petrarkischenn Liebhabers schon angelegte und bei Shakespeare barock 
sichh entfalteten Meditation über Verganglichkeit und Unsterblichkeit, 
überr Wahrheit und Lüge der Schönheit und des Gedichts nehmen hier 
[inn the original, CK] etwa ein Drittel des Zyklus ein, bei Celan etwa 
diee Halfte - gegenüber dem Preis des Geliebten, dem Wünsch nach 
Erfullung,, der Liebesklage, der Beteuerung der eigenen Treue und 
demm Zweifel an der Treue des anderen, d.h. der Wahrheit und Lüge 
vonn Liebe, Geliebtem (bzw. Geliebter) und Liebendem. [...] Jene 
Gedichtee also stehen, an der Auswahl ist es schon ablesbar, im 
Vordergrund,, die emphatisch das Gedachtnis der Geliebten fordern -
ihree Nachdichtungen tragen das Zeichen des Gedachtnisses. (Beese 
1976:: 93-94). 

Thiss may seem obvious, but the quantitative argument seems to lose 
somee of its validity when you take into account the difference in 
numberr between the translation and the original sequence. If Celan 
hadd a choice of fifty  sonnets in which this theme is somehow touched 
upon,, the choice of only ten seems to be on the low side. 

Itt is interesting, though, to look from this perspective at the son-
netss Celan did not translate. Take for instance Sonnet 30 (quoted from 
Duncan-Joness 1997): 

Whenn to the sessions of sweet silent thought 
II  summon up remembrance of things past, 
II  sigh the lack of many a thing I sought, 
Andd with old woes new wail my dear time's waste; 
Thenn can I drown an eye (unused to flow) 
Forr precious friends hid in death's dateless night, 
Andd weep afresh love's long since cancelled woe, 
Andd moan th'expense of many a vanished sight. 
Thenn can I grieve at grievances foregone, 
Andd heavily from woe to woe tell o'er 
Thee sad account of fore-bemoaned moan, 
Whichh I new pay, as if not paid before. 

Butt if the while I think on thee, dear friend, 
Al ll  losses are restored, and sorrows end. 
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Togetherr with Sonnet 5, which Celan did translate, Sonnet 30 is the 
onlyy one in which the word 'remembrance' appears. Although one 
wordd is not much to go on, even if it does play a role in Beese's dis-
cussionn of Sonnet 5, and within the cycle as a whole the word is part 
off  a very extensive semantic network of related terms and concepts, 
theree does not seem to be another poem among the 154 which deals 
soo directly and explicitly with the close relationship between remem-
brancee and loss. Furthermore, the intertwining legal and economic 
metaphorss of counting sums, of summoning 'remembrance of things 
past'' (a direct allusion to the Bible) and of settling old debts can be 
relatedd easily to Celan's original poetry. In the words of Felstiner: 

Celan'ss whole poetic, as even his Shakespeare translations alone 
wouldd suggest, issues from the engagement of memory with loss 
(Felstinerr 1990: 187). 

Perhapss Celan judged as too optimistic the tone of 'sweet silent 
thought'' and the couplet in which the possibility of real annulment of 
thee loss to death is implied. 

Dialogicity y 
Thiss example does not in any way disqualify Beese's explanation, but 
itt does show that her argument can never be the whole story156. In this 
chapterr I wil l look at Celan's Shakespeare translations from a differ-
entt angle, which may be justified by a correspondence between 
Celan'ss poetics and a pragmatic-stylistic feature of the sonnets. On 
thee one hand this exercise may tell us something about Celan's selec-
tionn criterion, on the other hand it may provide us with data on a dis-

1566 It is very well possible that the role the sonnets played in Celan's life is 
nott just connected to their thematics. One may justifiably argue that they may 
havee constituted a link to the old pre-war life in Czernowitz and in that re-
spectt might have provided a sense of continuity. In the report of the discus-
sionn following Lengelers lecture on Sonnets 5 and 105 Otto Pöggeler, a close 
friendd of Celan, stated that in the final year of his life the latter had said that 
'Shakespearee sei ihm immer nahegeblieben und ein Trost gewesen' 
(Lengelerr 1989:31). 
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tinctivee feature of Celan's Shakespeare translation, as well as on 
Celan'ss view on the Sonnets. The main topic of the following analysis 
wil ll  be the situational dimension of the texts, their dialogic character. 
Thee concept of dialogicity that is used here is limited to the way in 
whichh a restricted number of deictic words may make manifest the 
presencee of an addressee in the text world. 

Inn the speeches held by Celan on the occasion of his acceptance of 
thee Literaturpreis der f reien Hansestadt Bremen (1958) and of the 
Georg-Büchner-PreisGeorg-Büchner-Preis (1960) Celan extensively discussed the dialogi-
call  principles of his poetics. The following two quotes may testify to 
thee importance of this principle. In the Bremen Prize speech, in which 
hee presents the Mandelstam image of a poem as a message in a bottle, 
Celann states that a poem, any poem, 'seinem Wesen nach dialogisch 
ist11 and as a message in a bottle always is under way: 

Worauf?? Auf erwas Offenstehendes, Besetzbares, auf ein 
ansprechbaress Du vielleicht, auf eine ansprechbare Wirklichkeit. 
(Celann 1983, III : 186) 

Inn the second speech, his famous Meridian Speech, the second person 
iss also brought up: 

Aberr es sind ja zugleich auch [...] Wege, auf denen die Sprache 
stimmhaftt wird, es sind Begegnungen, Wege einer Stimme zu einem 
wahrnehmendenn Du [...] (ibid: 203). 

Studiess into Celan's internal poetics have also shown the importance 
off  dialogicity in his work. Lyon (1971), for instance, has demon-
strated,, making use of the kind of modest statistics that are also em-
ployedd in this chapter, the ubiquity of second person pronouns in 
Celan'ss poetry collections (fifty of the fifty-two poems in Die Nie-
mandsrose,mandsrose, for instance, contain the personal pronouns 'Du' or Thr' 
[Lyonn 1971: 114])157. In the period, then, in which he was working on 

155 Simonis (1994), who discusses the Celan poem 'Give the Word', the title 
off  which is a quotation from King Lear, shows the importance of the role that 
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thee translation of the sonnets, the dialogicity as a general poetic fea-
turee of his own work as well as that of others, can never have been far 
fromm his mind. In the literary and translational reception history of 
Shakespeare'ss sonnets their dialogic character, in the form of the im-
plicitt 'dramatic' nature of the sequence, is discussed frequently as 
well, , 

Too get access to the textual feature of dialogicity I wil l start out 
withh a comparison of the pragma-linguistic feature of person deixis. 
Thee deictic quality of a text, as has been amply demonstrated in ear-
lierr parts of this book, may serve as an excellent instrument for de-
scribingg text worlds. Consequently, the analysis will culminate in a 
descriptionn of the way in which the shifts on the level of the restricted 
pragma-linguisticc category result in a difference with respect to the 
possibilitiess of constructing a text world from corresponding sonnets. 

Weiserr (1977, 1987) has studied the situational dimension of the 
sonnetss in so far as it shows from the distribution of first and second 
personn pronouns throughout the whole sequence. He classifies the 
sonnetss according to the occurrence of first and second person pro-
nouns,, and divides them in four groups: (1) sonnets in which both 
firstt and second person pronouns occur; (2) sonnets in which only 
firstt person pronouns occur and no second person pronouns; (3) son-
netss in which only second person pronouns occur and no first person 
pronouns;; and (4) sonnets in which first nor second person pronouns 
occur.. As to the distribution in the sonnets of these groups he presents 
thee following numbers: (1) is the largest group with 111 sonnets, in 
(2)) twenty-one sonnets can be placed, (3) has seventeen sonnets, and 
(4)) only five. When we try to categorize Celan's selection according 
too this classification scheme, we get the following result: of the 
twenty-onee sonnets translated by Celan eleven are from group (1), 
fourr from group (2), five from group (3) and one from group (4). 
Schematicallyy this situation may be represented as follows: 

dialogicityy plays in the Shakespeare reception as it appears from the original 
poemss of Celan. 
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Shakespeare3 3 

Celana a 

%% C of S per 
groupb b 

groupp 1: 
++ 1/+2 

111 1 
(=72(=72 %) 

11 1 
(=(= 52%) 

10% % 

groupp 2: 
+1/-2 2 

21 1 
(=14%) (=14%) 

4 4 
(=19%) (=19%) 

19% % 

groupp 3: 
-1/+2 2 

17 7 
(=11%) (=11%) 

5 5 

29% % 

groupp 4: 
-1/-2 2 

5 5 
(=3%) (=3%) 

1 1 
(=5%) (=5%) 

20% % 

total l 

154 4 

21 1 

14% % 

a|| percentages in italics express the share of the group in the whole of the 
sequence e 
bJJ percentages express the proportion of Celan translations from a specific 
groupp on the total of that group in the original sequence. 

Att least two remarkable conclusions may be drawn from the data in 
thiss table. Apart from the deviation in the largest group ((1)), which is 
onlyy to be expected, the largest disproportion is in group (3), in which 
secondd person pronouns dominate: in Celan's selection about a quar-
terr from the sonnets can be located in this group, whereas in the 
originall  sequence only 11 percent of the sonnets can be placed in this 
group.. When we look at the groups separately, what strikes us most is 
thatt group (3) here also has the highest percentage, which means that 
thee relative share of this group in the sonnet translation is the highest. 
Ass far as Celan's selection of Shakespeare's sonnets is concerned, 
then,, one might say, that the group of sonnets in which second person 
pronounss do occur, but no first person pronouns occur, is the domi-
nantt group. But what does this say? In itself not much - it tells us 
somethingg about the selection of source texts, but nothing about the 
wayy in which the pronouns are distributed in the target texts. In order 
too make a truly target oriented comparison on this point, in accor-
dancee with the principles laid out in Chapter 6, we have to make a 
comparisonn between the distribution in the source texts selected by 
Celann and in the target texts in their capacity as independent texts. 
Schematicallyy the result of this comparison may be represented as 
follows: : 
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sourcee texts 

targett texts 

groupp 1: 
++ 1/+2 

11 1 

16 6 

groupp 2: 
+1/-2 2 

4 4 

1 1 

groupp 3: 
-1/+2 2 

5 5 

3 3 

groupp 4: 
-1/-2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

total l 

21 1 

21 1 

Inn this table we may discern a further domination of second person 
pronouns.. Although group (3) has become smaller, in the target texts 
theree are only two sonnets left in which no second person pronoun 
occurs,, as against five in the 21 source sonnets selected by Celan. 
Theree is ample reason to make the comparison more specific and 
focuss on the pronouns themselves. 

Thee following table contains all occurrences of first and second 
personn pronouns: singular and plural personal pronouns, both subjec-
tivee and objective forms, as well as possessive pronouns. In some 
casess a parenthesized number can be found following the pronoun. 
Thesee numbers relate to special cases of reference. In most of these 
casess the pronouns do not refer to the persona or the addressee, but to 
otherr identifiable text world elements, or they occur in a string of 
directt speech in which the first person refers to the addressee and the 
secondd to the persona. When two numbers occur behind a pronoun, 
thee first one refers to the total amount of occurrences and the second 
(parenthesized)) one to the number of special references. 

1 1 

2 2 

Is'' person 

Celan n 
ich: : 
mi(r/ch): : 
mein: : 
ich:: [1] 
mi(r/ch): : 
mein:: [2] 

Shakespeare e 
we:: 1 
me: : 
m(y/ine): : 

I: : 
me: : 
m(y/ine):: [3] 

2ndd person 
Celan n 

du:: 8 
di(r/ch):: 3 
dein:: 2 
du:: 4 
di(r/ch):: 1 
dein:: 3 

Shakespeare e 

thou:: 2 
thee:: 1 
th(y/ine):: 6 
thou:: 3 
thee: : 
th(y/ine):: 9 
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3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

43 3 

50 0 

57 7 

60 0 

65 5 

70 0 

71 1 

79 9 

I1''  person 
Celan n 

ich: : 
mi(r/ch): : 
mein: : 
ich:: [1] 
mi(r/ch): : 
mein: : 
ich: : 
mi(r/ch): : 
mein: : 

ich:: 1 
mi(r/ch):: 2 
mein:: 2 
ich:: 4 
mi(r/ch):: 4 
mein:: 1 
ich:: 4 
mi(r/ch):: 4 
mein:: 1 

ich: : 
mi(r/ch): : 
mein/uns:: 2 
ich: : 
mi(r/ch): : 
mein:: 1 
ich: : 
mi(r/ch): : 
mein: : 
ich:: 8 
mi(r/ch):: 1 
mein:: 1 
ich:: 2 
mi(r/ch): : 
mein:: 2 

Shakespeare e 
I: : 
me: : 
m(y/ine):: -
I: : 
me: : 
m(y/ine): : 
I: : 
me: : 
m(y/ine):: -
I:: 4 
me:: 1 
m(y/ine):: 2 
I:: 2 
me:: 3 
m(y/ine):: 5 
I:: 4 
me: : 
m(y/ine):: 2 
I: : 
me: : 
my/our:: 2 
I: : 
me: : 
m(y/ine):: 1 
I: : 
me: : 
m(y/ine):: -
I:: 7 
me:: 3 
m(y/ine):: 2 
I:: 2 
me: : 
m(y/ine):: 2 

2ndd person 
Celan n 

du:: 5 
di(r/ch):: 6 [2] 
dein:: 2 
du:: 6 
di(r/ch):: 8 
dein:: 2 

du: : 
di(r/ch):: -
dein: : 
du:: 2 
di(r/ch):: 5 
dein: : 

du:: [1] 
di(r/ch):: 1 
dein: : 
du:: 2 
di(r/ch):: 1 
dein:: 6 

du: : 
di(r/ch):: 1 
dein: : 

du:: 3[1] 
di(r/ch):: -
dein: : 
du:: 7 
di(r/ch):: 2 
dein:: 2 
du:: 6 
di(r/ch):: 4 
dein:: 3 
du:: 1 
di(r/ch):: 6 
dein:: 5 

Shakespeare e 
thou:: 6 
thee:: 1 
th(y/ine):: 6 
thou:: 5 
thee:: 3 
th(y/ine):: 3 
thou: : 
thee: : 
th(y/ine):: -

thou:: 4 
thee:: 1 
th(y/ine):: -
thou: : 
thee:: 1 
th(y/ine):: [1] 
you:: 7 

your:: 5 
thou: : 
thee: : 
th(y/ine):: 1 

thou: : 
thee: : 
th(y/ine):: -

thou:: 5 
thee: : 
th(y/ine):: 5 

you:: 6 

your:: 3 
thou:: 1 
thee:: 7 
th(y/ine):: 6 
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90 0 

105 5 

106 6 

107 7 

115 5 

116 6 

119 9 

137 7 

1stt person 

Celan n 

ich:: 4 

mi(r/ch):: 2 

mein:: 2 

ich:: 5 

mi(r/ch):: 1 

mein:: 2 

ich:: 1 

mi(r/ch):: 2 

unser:: 2 

ich:: 2 

mi(r/ch):: 1 

mein:: 2 

ich:: 11 

mi(r/ch):: 1 

mein: : 

ich:: 3 

mi(r/ch): : 

mein: : 

ich:: 4 

mi(r/ch):: 1 

mein:: 2 

ich: : 

mi(r/ch):: 1 

mein:: 3 

Shakespeare e 

I:: 1 

me:: 4 

m(y/ine):: 2 

I: : 

me: : 

m(y/ine):: 7 

I/we:: 2/1 

me: : 

our:: 1 

I:: 1 

me:: 1 

m(y/ine):: 3 

I:: 6 

me: : 

m(y/ine):: 2 

I:: 1 

me:: 2 

m(y/ine):: -

I:: 5 

me: : 

m(y/ine):: 3 

I: : 

me: : 

m(y/ine):: 6 

2ndd person 

Celan n 

du:: 5 

di(r/ch):: 3 

dein: : 

[du]]  Ihr: 1 

di(r/ch):: -

dein: : 

du: : 

di(r/ch):: 3 

dem: : 

du:: 2 

di(r/ch):: 2 

dein: : 

du: : 

di(r/ch):: 2 

dein: : 

du: : 

di(r/ch):: -

dein: : 

du: : 

di(r/ch):: 1 

dein: : 

du: : 

di(r/ch):: -

dein: : 

Shakespeare e 

thou:: 2 

thee:: 1 

th(y/ine): : 

thou: : 

thee: : 

th(y/ine):: -

you:: 2 

your:: 1 

thou:: 1 

thee: : 

th(y/ine):: 1 

you:: 1 

your: : 

thou: : 

thee: : 

th(y/ine):: -

thou: : 

thee: : 

th(y/ine):: -

thou:: [3] 

thee: : 

th(y/ine):: -

Thee heuristic value of a table like this is limited to the extent that the 
unitt of comparison is a decontextualized linguistic phenomenon, 
ratherr than a textual feature. If we would wish to take into account at 
thiss point the function of the phenomenon, we would also have to 
look,, for instance, into the imperative constructions occurring in the 
texts,, because in these constructions an addressee is always implied, 
orr to the possibly latent presence of addressees in finite verb forms. 
Fromm this table one may get a decent picture of the way the phenome-
nonn occurs in the texts, but in order to get a picture of its function and 
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itss meaning in separate sonnets one will have to perform a compari-
sonn which takes as its basic unit of comparison separate sonnets as a 
whole.. A table like this does however have an indicative value, and 
mayy serve as a basis for a motivated choice of sonnets to execute such 
aa comparison on. Still, in itself it does bring some remarkable features 
too light. 

Too begin with, one can see that Celan does not make a distinction 
betweenn a formal and an informal variant of the second person pro-
noun.. Among Shakespeare's texts one can find occurrences of both 
'thou'-sonnetss and 'you'-sonnets, whereas Celan uses only the 'du'-
form158.. In the reception of the original sequence the difference be-
tweenn the two forms is considered to be a possible signal of a change 
inn the relationship between the persona and the addressee and as such 
iss used as an argument in favour of the 'narrative approach'. The 
problemm is that the 'you'-sonnets, which form a clear minority, occur 
throughoutt the whole sequence, which forbids the possibility of indi-
catingg a clear turning point in the relationship. The consistent use of 
'du'' does seem to indicate that for Celan the narrative aspect of the 
sonnett sequence hardly played a role. 

Whenn looking just at the numbers, one might discern that the shift 
withh respect to the second person pronouns is rather substantial: 
Shakespearee has 110 pronouns as against 121 in Celan's translation; 
thee number of first person pronouns is exactly the same (86), but they 
aree not distributed in the same way. In the category of second person 
pronounss the increase has to be attributed mainly to the personal pro-
nouns.. The largest difference can be found amongst the subjective 
formss ('du', 'you' and 'thou'), as is clearly illustrated in the first four 
sonnets159. . 

Whenn we look, by way of excursion, at the third person pronouns, 
itt turns out that the difference in number is even more profound. In 
thee original 62 third person pronouns occur, in Celan's translation no 

1588 In sonnet 105 ('Ihr sollt, den ich da lieb, nicht Abgott heiBen') Celan does 
usee 'Ihr', but it is used to refer to a general audience, not to the beloved. 
1599 Less obvious, but no less remarkable, is the fact that in the reception of 
Celan'ss sonnet translations the focus is mainly on the 'thou'- and 'du'-less 
sonnetss 5 (Beese, Olschner, Lengeler, Felstiner) and 105 (Szondi, Lengeler). 
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lesss than 115 occur. In the discussion of Sonnet 65 it will show that 
thiss shift can be linked to a basic translation strategy of Celan. For the 
sakee of completeness I will give the table of third person pronouns in 
fulll  here: 

nr . . 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

43 3 

50 0 

57 7 

3r dd person 

Celan n 

sie:: 2 

es:: 1 

ihm:: 1 

ihr:: 2 

sein:: 1 

sie:: 1 

es:: 2 

ihm:: 1 

ihr:: 1 

sie:: 1 

ihr:: 4 

sie:: 6 

sie:: 5 

es:: 3 

ihn:: 1 

sein:: 1 

sie:: 3 

Shakespeare e 

His:: 2 

His:: 1 

he:: 1 

she:: 2 

his:: 1 

her:: 1 

She:: 1 

it:: 1 

they:: 1 

him:: 1 

their:: 2 

They:: 2 

he:: 1 

him:: 1 

his:: 3 

he:: 1 

nr . . 

60 0 

65 5 

70 0 

71 1 

79 9 

90 0 

105 5 

106 6 

3r dd person 

Celan n 

er:: 1 

sie:: 6 

ihn:: 1 

ihr:: 1 

er:: 1 
sie:: 4 

es:: 1 
er:: 3 

er:: 1 

sie:: 2 

sie:: 1 

ihn:: 1 

er:: 8 

sie:: 1 

es:: 3 

ihm:: 1 

sein:: 1 

es:: 1 

ihm/n:: 3 

er:: 1 

sie:: 2 

ihm/n:: 3 

sie:: 2 

es:: 2 

ihr:: 1 

Shakespeare e 

his:: 4 

their:: 1 

his:: 2 

their:: 1 

he:: 7 

it:: 1 

him:: 1 

they:: 2 

their:2 2 
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nr. . 
107 7 

115 5 

116 6 

3r dd person 
Celan n 

er:: 1 
sie:: 1 
es:: 1 
ihm:: 1 
sie:: 1 
ihr:: 2 
er:: 1 
sie:: 9 
sein:: 1 

Shakespeare e 
he:: 1 
him:: 1 
her:: 1 
their:: 1 

it:: 4 
his:: 3 

nr. . 
119 9 

137 7 

3r dd person 
Celan n 

er:: 1 
sie:: 1 
es:: 2 
sein:: 1 
es:: 4 

Shakespeare e 
it:: 2 
their:: 1 

it:: 1 
they:: 4 

Separatee sonnets 
Ass regards the first and second person pronouns the most noteworthy 
sonnetss are 65, 105, 119 and 137. In these sonnets substantial shifts 
withinn or between these categories can be discerned. In 65 we can see 
thee addition of two second person personal pronouns. In 105 a shift 
occurss within the category of first person pronouns: where in Shake-
speare'ss text the possessive 'my' occurs seven times, Celan has five 
timess 'ich', one time 'mir' and only two occurrences of the possessive 
'mein';; apart from that an 'Ihr' has been added. In 119 a 'dir' has 
beenn added. Exception in this pattern is sonnet 137, in which there 
seemss to be an inverse movement: where Shakespeare uses 'thou' 
threee times, in Celan's selection this is one of the few 'du'-less son-
nets.. In the first line in the finite verb form 'Narrsts' a second person 
iss implied, but it is nowhere made explicit. I will quote here the first 
fourr lines of both texts: 

Celan: : 
Narrstss Aug mir, Blindling Liebe, fort und fort! 
Ess schaut, nimmt wahr - sieht nicht, was es gewahrt, 
erkenntt die Schönheit, sieht der SchÖnheit Ort, 
siehtss Beste - halts fur dessen Widerpart. 
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Shakespeare: : 
Thouu blind fool, Love, what dost thou to mine eyes, 
Thatt they behold, and see not what they see? 
Theyy know what beauty is, see where it lies, 
Yett what the best is take the worst to be. 

InIn the Shakespeare sequence this is one of the few sonnets in which 
'thou'' does not refer to an extratextual addressee, but to a well-
definedd text world element: a personification of a proverbially blind 
love.. In Sonnet 4 a similar intratextual reference of 'thou' occurs, but 
inn this sonnet the reference is ambiguous: 'Unthrifty loveliness, why 
dostt thou spend/ Upon thy self thy beauty's legacy?' 'Loveliness' in 
thiss context may refer to the affection or to the beloved addressed. In 
thiss sonnet Celan did not omit the second person pronoun. 

Thee two most interesting sonnets as regards the shifts on the level 
off  the pronouns are 65 and 105; 65 because of the shifts with respect 
too the second person, the addressee, and 105 because of the shifts 
withh respect to the first person, the persona. At this point I wil l widen 
thee comparison and take as a unit of comparison the text as whole. 
Consequentlyy I wil l include in the comparison the function of the 
linguisticc phenomenon in its co-text and focus on the pragmatic-
semanticc effects of the shifts. I wil l first briefly discuss sonnet 105, 
afterr that I wil l extensively deal with sonnet 65. 

Forr the reader's convenience I wil l quote both Shakespeare's and 
Celan'ss version of sonnet 105 (both are quoted as they appear in the 
Insell  edition [Shakespeare 1967])160: 

1600 It is not clear which edition served as a source text during Celan's work on 
thee sonnets. The material collected in Fremde Nahe shows that he had in his 
libraryy collection copies of the monolingual edition of Stefan George's 
translationn of the sonnets and the bilingual edition of the translation of Got-
tlobb Regis. The only edition of Shakespeare present in Celan's library is the 
onee John Dover Wilson edited for the Cambridge New Shakespeare series. 
Thiss edition, however, did not appear until 1966, that is: after Celan had 
alreadyy published most of the sonnet translations. The typographical division 
intoo three separate quatrains and a couplet is not typical of the Shakespear-
eann sonnet (particularly not in the English editorial tradition), though it is not 
uncommonn to present them in this 'romanized' fashion. The manuscript 
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105Celan n 

Ihrr sollt, den ich da Heb, nicht Abgott heiBen, 
nichtt Götzendienst, was ich da treib und trieb. 
Al ll  dieses Singen hier, all dieses Preisen: 
vonn ihm, an ihn und immer ihm zulieb. 

Gutt ist mein Freund, ists heute uns ists morgen, 
undd keiner ist bestendiger als er. 
Inn der Bestandigkeit, da bleibt mein Vers geborgen, 
sprichtt von dem Einen, schweift mir nicht umher. 

'Schön,, gut und treu', das singe ich und singe. 
'Schön,, gut und treu' - stets anders und stets das. 
Ichh find, erfind - um sie in eins zu bringen, 
siee einzubringen ohne Unterlafl. 

'Schön,, gut und treu' so oft getrennt, geschieden 
Inn Einem will ich drei zusammenschmieden. 

1055 Shakespeare: 

Lett not my love be call'd idolatry, 
Norr my beloved as an idol show, 
Sincee all alike my songs and praises be 
Too one, of one, still such, and ever so. 

Kindd is my love today, tomorrow kind, 
Stilll  constant in a wondrous excellence; 
Thereforee my verse, to constancy confin'd, 
Onee thing expressing, leaves out difference. 

facsimilee of Celan's translation in Fremde Nahe shows that Celan from the 
outsett used the Italian form. He might very well have worked, then, from the 
Regiss edition. 
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'Fair,, kind, and true' is all my argument -
'Fair,, kind, and true' varying to other words; 
Andd in this change is my invention spent -
Threee themes in one, which wondrous scope affords. 

'Fair,, kind, and true' have often liv'd alone, 
Whichh three till now never kept seat in one. 

Thee shifts to be found in sonnet 105 relative to the tertium compara-
tionistionis of the pronouns are consistent with the findings of Szondi 
(1973).. In terms of the presence of the persona in the text world, the 
mostt important effect of the shift from the dominance of possessive 
pronounss to personal pronouns is the change from an implicitly pres-
entt to an explicitly present persona. In Shakespeare's text the pres-
encee is implicit because of the exclusive use of possessive pronouns, 
that,, grammatically speaking, are mere modifications of the head 
wordd of the noun phrase in which they occur. In the original the per-
sonaa does not appear as an independent entity, but as an entity that is 
linkedd to a number of qualities, subjects and objects: 'my love', 'my 
beloved',, 'my songs', 'my argument', 'my invention'. Most of these 
constituentss function as a grammatical object in a passive-like clause. 
Onlyy one of them ('my verse' [1. 7]) functions as a subject in an ac-
tivee clause: 'my verse [...] leaves out difference', in which the noun 
phrasee may be read metonymically: the product taking the place of 
thee producer. In Celan's translation the persona is not only made ex-
plicit,, but is also made an agent. The clauses in which the personal 
pronounss occur are for the most subclauses in which the 'ich' links up 
withh an active verb: 'den ich da lieb'- 'was ich da [...] trieb', 'das 
singee ich', 'wil l ich zusammenschmieden'. These explicitations, 
whichh one might also call subjectifications, are consistent with the 
usee of 'Ihr' in the first line, which may be considered a shift from a 
subjectlesss imperative, and with the translation of'my love' by 'mein 
Freund'.. In Shakespeare's text 'my love' in the fifth line may be con-
sideredd ambiguous. In the first line 'my love' stands for the affection, 
thee feeling of the persona and in line 2 'beloved' refers to the loved 
one.. In line 5 'my love' is repeated, activating at first instance the 
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samee referent as in line 1: the affection. As the sonnet progresses, 
however,, a reading of 'love' as co-referential with the beloved is get-
tingg more and more plausible. Ultimately an interpretation is possible 
inn which both readings converge, a kind of ambiguity that is not un-
commonn in the original sequence. The translation of 'my love' with 
'myy Freund' in that case may be considered a significant choice. 
Fromm all these shifts the same conclusion can be drawn as Szondi 
doess in his analysis of Celan's translation of sonnet 105 (Szondi 
1973):: in Shakespeare's text the qualities characterizing the 
love/belovedd (beauty, moral aptitude and truthfulness) are presented 
ass already existing and present within the subject, whereas in Celan's 
textt those qualities are attributed to the loved one by the persona in 
thee act of writing. According to Szondi the orientation towards the act 
off  writing in Celan's translation may be explained by reference to 
Celan'ss symbolist poetics. 

'Meinerr Tinte Schwarz' 
Inn Sonnet 65 the shifts on the level of the first and second person pro-
nounss are a littl e more subtle, but in the case of this sonnet it is also 
interestingg to include the third person pronouns into the comparison. 
Lett me recapitulate schematically the translational relationships on 
thiss point: 

1'' person 
Celan n 

Ich: : 
mi(r/ch):: -
mein:: 1 

Shakesp. . 
I: : 
me: : 
m(y/ine):: 1 

VV person 
Celan n 

du:: 3[1] 
di(r/ch):: -
dein: : 

Shakesp. . 
thou: : 
thee: : 
th(y/ine):: -

3'' person 
Celan n 

er:: 1 
sie:: 4 
es:: 1 
ihr:: 3 

Shakesp. . 
his:: 2 
their:: 1 

Thematicallyy speaking, Sonnet 65 belongs to the group of sonnets 
dealingg with the destructive force of time. In a dynamic alternation of 
declarative,, interrogative and exclamatory clauses an argument is 
composedd in which a number of natural forces that metaphorically 
standd for strength (brass, stone, earth, sea, rocks, gates of steel) is 
juxtaposedd with a number of elements that stand for weakness 
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(flower,, summer's honey breath). The argument is that if the elements 
off  strength do not have the power to withstand the force of time, 
surelyy beauty, that is associated with the weaker elements, must bow 
forr time. In the couplet the argument is turned round by the statement 
thatt the destructive force of time can be defied by the immense force 
off  poetry. Again I wil l quote both texts in full here: 

655 Celan: 
Nichtt Erz, nicht Stein, nicht Erde, nicht die See: 
siee trotzen nicht der Sterblichkeit Gewalten. 
Undd sie, die Schönheit, soil dagegenstehn? 
Sie,, eine Blume, soil hier Kraft entfalten? 

Dess Sommers Honig-Atem, halt er stand? 
Diee Tage kommen tobend angeritten. 
Zeit-und-Verfall!!  Du trotzt nicht, Felsenwand. 
Undd Tore, ehern, ihr steht nicht inmitten. 

Derr Zeit Juwel - nein, du bewahrst nicht auf: 
mitt eigner Truhe kommt die Zeit geschriften. 
Undd welche Hand halt ihre Fii/ie auf? 
Siee raubt die Schönheit - wer will s ihr verbieten? 

Nein,, keiner! Nie! Es sei denn, dies triff t zu: 
Auss meiner Tinte Schwarz, draus leuchtest du. 

655 Shakespeare: 
Sincee brass, nor stone, nor earth, nor boundless sea, 
Butt sad mortality o'ersways their power, 
Howw with this rage shall beauty hold a plea, 
Whosee action is no stronger than a flower? 

Ohh how shall summer's honey breath hold out 
Againstt the wrackful siege of battering days, 
Whenn rocks impregnable are not so stout, 
Norr gates of steel so strong but time decays? 
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Ohh fearful meditation! where alack, 
Shalll  Time's best jewel from Time's chest lie hid? 
Orr what strong hand can hold his swift foot back? 
Orr who his spoil of beauty can forbid? 

Ohh none, unless this miracle have might -
Thatt in black ink my love may still shine bright. 

Semanticallyy speaking it is justified to accept the skeleton described 
abovee as applicable to both texts. However, when we wish to include 
thee situational dimension into the comparison (and we have to) things 
becomee a littl e more complicated. 

Inn both poems the presence of the persona is implicit {'my love' 
andd "meiner Tinte Schwarz'), but as regards the way in which the 
addresseee is present in the text world there is a substantial shift: in the 
textt world of Celan's text there is an explicitly addressed 'du\ 
whereass in Shakespeare's text there is no form of direct address. 

Thee second person personal pronoun 'du' occurs three times in 
Celan'ss text, but it does not always refer to the same text world ele-
ment.. In the last line it is used to refer extratextually, but in line 7 it is 
usedd to refer cataphoric ally to 'Felsenwand', and in line 9 it refers 
anaphoricallyy to the antecedent 'Der Zeit Juwel'. The use in line 9 is 
consistentt with the pattern of use of the third person personal pro-
nouns,, which are, as can be seen in the table above, abundantly pres-
entt in Celan's translation - so much so, in fact, that one may assume a 
consciouss play with the forms of address. Most of these pronouns 
constitutee a kind of address, particularly the ones used cataphorically, 
inn which the ostensive function has priority above the function of 
naming.. 'Sie' in line two, which refers back to all the elements men-
tionedd in line 1, has quite a different effect than 'sie' as used in lines 3 
andd 4. The first is used as an 'ordinary' cohesive device, whereas in 
thee other two cases the personal pronoun is directly linked grammati-
callyy to the noun to which it refers. This figure occurs regularly 
throughoutt the Celan sequence; according to Felstiner this 
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pronominall  anticipation becomes a kind of signature throughout the 
sonnetss as Celan renders them (1990: 190). 

Withh respect to the level of lexical semantics one might say that 
alll  personal pronouns refer to objects ('Erz', 'Stein', 'Erde', 'See', 
'Blume',, 'Felsenwand', 'Tore', 'Der Zeit Juwel', 'die Zeit') or to an 
objectifiedd quality or attribute ('die Schönheit', 'Des Sommers 
Honig-Atem').. The most important effect of this translational strategy 
iss that in the text world of the translation as against that of the origi-
nall  there is a higher degree of subjectivity. Elements that in the text 
worldd of the original only occur as objects, in the translation are ei-
therr directly addressed or named as subjects. In other words: a se-
manticc category shift takes place. Although, superficially, in both 
textss an implicit persona can be discerned, which is only indirectly 
presentt in the text world, the abundant use of pronominal anticipation 
inn the translation make this presence more direct: the voice of the 
personaa is more prominent and the distance between the persona and 
whatt it says diminishes. This is also the case on other textual levels. 
Inn both texts there is a dynamic alternation of questions, statements 
(mostlyy embedded) and exclamations. In the translation there are 
moree clauses (17 as against 14 in the original), and there is a higher 
frequencyy of alternation, with the effect of an increased dynamics. 
Thee increase can be attributed entirely to the number of declarative 
clausess - clauses that more forcefully express the modality of cer-
tainty.. Although both texts have an equal number of exclamations, 
three,, in Celan's text they are more intense. 

Inn the original the only semantically and pragmatically charged 
exclamation,, because of the resounding voice of the persona, is 'Oh 
fearfull  meditation' (1. 8), which may be considered an utterance of 
self-reflection.. In Celan the exclamations are more charged with en-
ergyy and emotion: 'Zeit-und-Verfall!' (1. 7) does not have a close 
correspondingg phrase in the original, unless one would consider it as 
correspondingg to the clause after the conjunction in line 8: '(but) time 
decays'.. In the original sonnet, however, this clause is part of the 
argumentt that is unfolded in the three quatrains; in Celan's translation 
thee exclamation, because grammatically it does not link up with any 
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otherr clause, disrupts the cohesive pattern of the argument. In search 
off  coherence, one might, consider it a kind of battle cry, thus cohering 
withh the military metaphor of the previous line 'Die Tage kommen 
tobendd angeritten'. The exclamation in the penultimate line is also 
ratherr heavily stressed by Celan. Like the original, in Celan's text the 
exclamationn has to be read as the answer to the preceding question as 
too whether there is anything or anyone strong enough to defy time. 
Thee duplication of the exclamation (and of the negation) as well as 
thee emphatic use of exclamation marks here give the expression the 
forcee of a cry - although perhaps in this case it is more a cry of des-
peration. . 

AA second interesting aspect of the frequent use of personal pro-
nounss touches upon the potential of reference of the sequence. As 
saidd before, only the final 'du' in line 14 has no antecedent, whereas 
inn the other two cases 'du' refers intratextually. It is very well possi-
blee to take this as a play with the problem of the identification of the 
addresseee in the sequence. By including in the text world multiple 
possiblee referents, Celan brings into light the problem of reference 
itself.. Earlier I have stated that not translating the sequence in its en-
tiretyy in itself already implies a problematic relationship to a possible 
narrativee interpretation of the sequence. Celan accentuates, at least in 
thee final line of this translation, the problematic status of that rela-
tionship. . 

Inn the final line two substantial shifts occur, that both may be di-
rectlyy related to Celan's own poetics: 

Auss meiner Tinte Schwarz, draus leuchtest du 

Thatt in black ink my love may still shine bright 

Thee entire network of shifts and correspondences characterizing the 
translationall  relationship of both texts finds its climax in these two 
lines.. The possessive pronoun, which in this sonnet, I have made it 
abundantlyy clear, is the only sign pointing to the presence of the per-
sona,, in the translation is not linked to the love/beloved (in the origi-
nall  we find this ambiguity in this sonnet as well), but is linked by 
Celann to 'Tinte Schwarz', an objectifying metonym for the poet. This 
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shiftt may easily be related to Szondi's statements on Sonnet 105 
aboutt a stronger orientation towards the act of writing. By the use of 
thee personal pronoun 'du' in the translation, 'my love' of the original 
hass been disambiguated; still, as we have seen, the pronoun in the 
translationn took on an mdetermination of its own. Now, one may well 
ask,, is it possible to speak of a translation that moves towards 'ein 
ansprechbaress Du"61, as the phrase goes in Celan's Bremen Prize 
speech?? A translation in which the potential for reference is extended 
too include the dead, the loved one, the mother, as most of Celan's 
ownn poems do? Perhaps this is too far-fetched a conclusion, but at the 
samee time we have to realize how closely related poetic and transla-
tionall  activities were in the mind of Celan. Referring, as we all know, 
iss done, not by the sign, but by the language user. For many readers 
thee final line of Sonnet 65 in Paul Celan's translation could be read as 
aa profound statement about his personal poetics. 

1611 Felstiner (1995), perhaps influenced by his reading of Celan's Shake-
spearee translation, consistently translates the 'Du' from Celan's speeches 
withh 'Thou' rather that with 'you'. 
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